**MAKE IT CLEAN AND GREEN**

**Wash Your Loads On Cold**

Using cold water reduces energy use by 90%, it also makes your colors and clothes last longer!

**Switch To An Eco-Friendly High-Efficiency (HE) Detergent**

Conventional laundry detergents contain surfactants and other chemicals that can cause harm to the environment and our own health.

**Wear It More Than Once**

How often do you wash your jeans? Well, leading denim companies recommend no more than every two weeks in order to give your favorite jeans the longest life. And it will avoid 18 gallons of water per wash!

**Wait For A Full Load**

Hold out for a full load instead of washing frequent small loads in order to use the necessary energy and water most efficiently.

**Give Your Clothes Some Hang Time**

Running a clothes dryer can account for nearly 10% of a residence’s energy bill. Hang dry items when possible to significantly reduce the energy used by this single appliance. It will also keep your clothes looking bright and new.
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